Prelude to A New World-War
For five years, Israel has openly threatened with war with Iran, as no other country is
being allowed to express a threat against another, without being criticized by the
international community. What makes me think that it is approaching seriousness?
One of the circumstances was that Israel finally stands with the back against the
wall, with the World slowly understanding that the Zionist State never thought of peace
with its Palestinian sovereigns but endless talks were just a shelter for continued
expansion of their colonial strives towards Greater Israel. The offence towards its great
supporter, with the announcement of large settlements in Eastern Jerusalem during the
visit of their humblest supporter, the self-announced ‘Christian Zionist’ Vice-President
Joseph Biden, calls for distraction (obviously not for renouncement). But then, what
raised my attention was the announcement of the transfer of American bunker-blasting
bombs to the Island of Diego Garcia for explicit use of Israel in their attack on Iran, in an
Article on March 17, 2010 in Haaretz [1]. Was the Island, portrayed below, to be involved
in the Israeli warfare?
Possibly, but three days later, the report was modified: the ammunition, containing
radioactive uranium [2], was sent towards Israel (according to a contract from January),
but in a rare response to the Israeli insult, President Obama had diverted the transport to
the Island [3]. Nevertheless, the reported urgency ought to raise your eyebrows:
Defence Minister Ehud Barak had submitted a list of the items Israel required urgently
standing up to a four-front assault by Iran and its allies - mainly air force ordnance,
certain types of missile and advanced electronic devices. Barak made it clear that all
these items must be present in Israel before the outbreak of hostilities. The requests
were so urgent that the minister proposed that if Washington was reluctant to hand them
directly to Israel, they could be stored for the interim in the big American emergency
depots in Israel's Negev. Even without this immediate physical presence, the Israeli
agents in the White House will soon have obtained the release – which does not
necessarily mean, that the bombs will be transported to Israel.

Diego Garcia
The island of Diego Garcia is located in the Indian Ocean, about 1,600 km south of the
southern coast of India [4]. In the 1960ies, the British government, to which the Island
was now entrusted, forced the deportation of all 2,000 inhabitants to adjacent Islands,
first of all French Mauritius, making room for an American-British airbase. It has been
used for the attacks on both Afghanistan 2001 and Iraq 1991 and 2003. The American
base is probably to some extent used as prison for alleged terrorists and has been
mentioned in connection with the controversial extraordinary rendition of prisoners.

An Iranian Nuclear Bomb?
Israel and its allies claim that Iran experiments with building an atomic bomb. Iran
denies that and insists its interest in nuclear fuel is limited to nourish power stations, to
which it is permitted according to the nuclear proliferation treaty. The same also permits
the enrichment. Russia is building the first Iranian nuclear power plant, Basher near
Isfahan. Russia also agreed on delivering anti-aircraft missiles, foreseen in the coming
summer 2010 [5] – perhaps that is what raises the Israeli sensation of urgency?
The Iranian President, Ahmadinejad, recently stated, “Iran doesn't need nukes, they
haven't helped Israel” [6]. That is probably not true. Israel, the small country, behaves
like the biggest threat to the world. Possibly, the illogical support this aggressive and
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racist society experiences in countries known for their high humanist and antiracist
standards is perhaps explained through threat from our ‘ally’ [7].
Israel is not a signatory to the non-proliferation act and is supposed to possess
200-400 nuclear war heads. Personally, I am not worried about the eventual possession
on atomic bombs in Iran, whereas the ones in Israel should be reason for great concern.
It is simply beyond imagination that Iran would ignite such a bomb in Palestine;
therefore, it might be considered a necessity to be taken serious by the Western powers
and dealt with in a decent way. However, at the moment, there are no signs that they
are behaving in this direction – except the eternally repeated claims in the mainstream
media. This is a copy of the wrong translation (‘wiped off from the map’ [8]) and the
misinterpretation of Mr. Ahmadinejad’s referral to the alleged Israeli roots in Biblical
ages.

The False-Flag Attack
Presently, I believe the Israeli government will hold back a direct attack by themselves,
in spite of proper support by their friends (the Iranians will recognize the manufacturer of
the bombs). Instead they will give priority to some sort of a false-flag attack, as nearly
all modern wars are starting with. The most probable will be caused by an Israeli
submarine (partly presented by the German government), known to be present in the
Persian Gulf. By use of a conventional torpedo, one of the many, predominantly American
marine vessels in the Gulf will be attacked, expecting this to be regarded an Iranian
attack on a NATO-member. If so, there will soon be occasion for the well-equipped
Iranian forces to take action against the many ships trapped in the Persian Gulf beyond
the narrow Strait of Hormuz, and nobody will talk again about Palestine for the next
many years.

And if this does not happen?
Let the bombs stay with the Americans; let the Iranians build their power-plants; let
even the Israeli masters of destruction talk about peace with their victims; let even me
excuse myself for a wrong prophecy
But first, let us see.
March 27, 2010
The attack followed on (inserted later)
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